
Set Up

Key Coaching Points

Players need to take shots early and have a positive
attitude in front of goal to finish past the goalkeeper and
react to any rebounds

The focus when finishing should be on the technique to
finish quickly and effectively, with inside, laces, outside of
the foot as well as headers being utilised. Players should
always focus on making good contact with the ball

Before finishing, players may have a quick glance to
assess the position of the goalkeeper and then select an
area of the goal to aim for. Players should strive to get the
ball on target and test the goalkeeper, and then add power
to their accurate attempt at goal

Practice Animation

Set Up
Finishing Circuit: Blue attacker (left side of pitch) receives ball from red players in central area to dribble past mannequins to shoot and
follow in for rebounds. Red attacker (right side of pitch) receives ball 1 from corner of pitch to finish, ball 2 from a pull back close to
goal to finish and ball 3 from a cross to finish. Rotate roles of players so all players have opportunity to finish on both circuits and be
servers.

Make it easier:

1. Remove goalkeepers to allow players to purely focus on technique

Make it more challenging:

1. Players must finish in 1 or 2 touches

2. Players must focus on finishing with their non-dominant foot

Finishing Technical Practice
Written by Lee Smith

20 mins 12 players 10 balls 12 bibs 10 cones 50x30 area

Attitude to shoot

Finishing Techniques

Accuracy before power



Set Up

Key Coaching Points

Players should look to work together in attack and make
decisions around when to pass, when to dribble and when
to finish at goal

Team mates supporting the player in possession can
perform movements to create space for the player on the
ball to finish, or for themselves to receive near goal.
Movements include overlaps, underlaps, runs across the
defensive line and using width

In and around the penalty area it is vital that players take
chances at goal and focus on their technique selection,
accuracy and power to finish

Practice Animation

Setup
3 attackers v 2 defenders in each half (20x30) with attackers attempting to combine, finish and score at goal. If defenders win
possession they can dribble into the central zone for 2 points. Rotate roles of players so all players defend and attack.

Make it easier:

1. Play 4 attackers v 1 defender

Make it more challenging:

1. Progress to 2 attackers v 3 defenders to underload attacking team

Attacking Overloads to Combine and Create Goalscoring
Opportunities
Written by Lee Smith

20 mins 12 players 5 balls 12 bibs 12 cones 50x30 area

Combinations with team mates to create goalscoring
opportunities

Movements to create and exploit space to receive and
finish

Be clinical



Set Up

Key Coaching Points

Players should look to work together in attack and make
decisions around when to pass, when to dribble and when
to finish at goal

Team mates supporting the player in possession can
perform movements to create space for the player on the
ball to finish, or for themselves to receive near goal.
Movements include overlaps, underlaps, runs across the
defensive line and using width

In and around the penalty area it is vital that players take
chances at goal and focus on their technique selection,
accuracy and power to finish

Practice Animation

Set Up
Attacking players in the end zone can be offside in the area from the goal to the red cones. 2 defenders v 2 attackers in each end zone
with 2 support players in central zone who play for any team in possession. When ball enters attacking end zone, 1 x support player
can enter to create a 3v2 in attack.

Make it more challenging:

1. Allow 1 x player from attacking half to recover and defend, creating a 3v3 in front of goal

Finishing With An Attacking Overload Small Sided Game
Written by Lee Smith

25 mins 12 players 1 ball 12 bibs 16 cones 50x30 area

Combinations with team mates to create goalscoring
opportunities

Movements to create and exploit space to receive and
finish

Be clinical


